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Dogs News

ACCP GOLDEN EDITION SHOW
Vercelli, November the 13th 2011:

A great show,
a great event
A

Judge Maureene Haunch at the ACCP Golden Edition
Show in Vercelli in February 2011 along with BOB and
BOB AST, Harold Card and Roberta Albanesi.

Judge Margaret
“Peggy” Doster
and AKC CKC
CH Country
Haven Red Sky
at Dawn CD
CGC TDI ROH

The breeder Paulie
Mercado and
Garret's Floyd

56 canidapresa

weekend dedicated to dog loving, featuring seminars, breed specials and dog shows. A unique and grand event, unprecedented in
Italy, featuring four international judges from the US, all of which
are renowned judges and/or breeders.
Margaret ”Peggy” Doster, with the X-Pertise aphix, a UKC judge (also
AKC from the end of 2011) who will be judging the APBT UKC Special.
This will be the most attended show due to the high number of participants and the high quality of the contestants.
Maureen Hill-Haunch, official UKC and AKC judge. She had been appreciated last February for her expertise and her humanity. This time she will
be judging the Pit Bull Terriers, the American Staffordshire Terriers, the
regular and miniature size Bull Terriers and the Staffordshire Bull Terriers.
Third “guest star” in the event will be Paulie Mercado, a renowned
ADBA standard American Pit Bull Terrier breeder and, in particular, selector of the Jeep breed. As a sign of appreciation for the commitment,
dedication and the work done for this breed throughout the years by
Canidapresa, Paulie Merchado has given us the European exclusive.
Therefore the APBT ADBA Special is expected to be a unique and unrepeatable opportunity.
In such an event we absolutely could not forget some American races we
particularly like, such as the American Bully, the American Bull Dog and
the Shorty Bull. This time for the Breed Specials we thought of an ABKC
judge, who could also give some suggestions to the breeders attending
the event. We're evaluating an array of names available: during the next
few days we'll choose who will be the judge in Vercelli. On the October
Issue of Canidapresa World Wide Edition, we will publish his complete
profile.
The event, in collaboration with the Chamber of Commerce of Vercelli,
will be hosted for the second time this year in the Caresanablot
Exhibition Center in Vercelli, which has already proved, last February, to
be a wonderful location for the show, thanks to its open spaces and services for all participants. However the event, besides the Breed Specials
and the meeting with the great names in dog-fancying, will certainly
bring many more special moments. Like the Junior Handler competition,
which was highly acclaimed in the last edition, February in Vercelli,
where it was introduced for the first time. Children are only allowed to
present puppies no older than 4 months (application forms are available
on line).
Moreover we are organizing some spectacular shows with dog rescue
units... but we don't want to spoil the show for you, we are sure you will
be happily surprised.
For Saturday the 12th , taking advantage of this great opportunity, we
will have organized some meetings and seminars with the judges.
On the October issue of Canidapresa Magazine you will find all the
details.

